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Typical view of Colorado Plateau uranium country.

INTRODUCTION
When man developed the technology to split the atom some years ago,
a new energy source with a potential many times that of fossil fuels became
available. Since that time, technology has developed a nuclear powerproducing capability that provides less than one percent of the nation's
electrical energy today, but will provide about 21 percent in 1980 and 38
percent by 1990. To achieve these goals, it will be necessary to locate
large additional supplies of raw materials. Historically, geological knowledge has been the most important factor in discovering our known uranium
ore reserves and it is anticipated that geology will meet the challenge in
the future.
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manmade. U ranium-235 is thus the
only naturally-occurring fissionable
THE NUCLEAR
material and it is essential to the
ENERGY FUEL
production of nuclear energy.
Plutonium-239 and uraniumThe splitting (fission) of ura- 233 are created in nuclear reactions
nium takes place when a tiny par- when neutrons are absorbed by Uticle called a neutron enters the 238 and thorium-232, respectively,
nucleus of a uranium atom and forming isotopes which decay to the
causes it to split into two parts (fig. two fissionable isotopes by a two1). Some of the energy binding the step process (fig. 2). U -238 and Thnucleus together is released as heat. 232, are referred to as fertile materials.
Fission also releases at least two When they are incorporated with
neutrons from the nucleus to move the nuclear fuel (U-235) in a reactor,
through space.
When these free the new fissionable material (Puneutrons encounter the nuclei of 239 or U-233) is constantly formed
other uranium atoms, they cause to provide an additional source of
further fission which, if continued, energy. A reactor that ·yields less
fissionable material than is conbecomes a chain reaction.
Three isotopes provide energy sumed is called a converter reactor,
by fissioning in nuclear reactors. If the reactor's yield of fissionable
These are uranium-235, plutonium- material is more than the amount
239, and uranium-233.
Of these consumed it is called a breeder
three fuels, only U-235 occurs nat- reactor. About 1.5 percent of the
urally. Nat ural uranium contains potential energy in uranium can
only about 0.7 percent U-235, along be converted into heat for power
with 99.3 percent U-238 and 0.005 generation in the converter reactor,
percent U-234. The other two iso- and about 80 percent can be so
topes, Pu-239 and U-233, are both converted in a breeder reactor.
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Figure 2.-Nuclear reaction: fertile thorium- 232 to fissionable uranium-233.

terial for nearly all reactors built
thus far. Commonly the uranium
is processed to increase the amount
of U-235 several times above the
0. 7 percent in natural uranium
(commonly to 3.5 to 5.0 percent).
Such a product is called enriched
uranium. The U-238 component
of enriched uranium is a fertile material in the reactor; when transmuted into plutonium it becomes
an additional source of energy.
Most of the nuclear reactors
in use and being built in 1972 were
uranium- fueled, but considerable
work has been done on developing
reactors fueled by thorium (Th232) as fertile material. Highly enriched U-235 (about 90 percent
pure) is used as the starter in five
types of experimental thoriumfueled reactors. Of these the converter or near-breeder high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTG R)
is the farthest advanced. Because
it has several technical advantages
over wholly uranium-fueled reactors
now in use, thorium undoubtedly
will be more widely used in the future
than it has up to now.

In a nuclear electric powerplant, heat produced by a reactor is
changed to electric energy; this is
generally done by heating water to
make steam that drives a turbine
which in turn drives a generator.
Nuclear reactors are very complex
devices, and there are numerous
designs depending on the different
processes and materials used in the
core, moderator, reflector, shielding,
coolant, and control mechanisms.
The nuclear fuel forms the core of
the reactor and consists of one or
two of the important fissionable
materials U-235, Pu-239, and U233, and one of the fertile materials
U-238 or Th-232. The raw materials from which all these are derived are either natural uranium or
natural thorium.
Inasmuch as U-235 and U238 occur together in nature, production of U-235 has made U-238
abundantly available for use as a
fertile material in reactors. Because
of the importance of the naturallyoccurring fissionable U-235 in
starting the reactions, uranium has
provided both fuel and fertile rna4

The importance of U -235 in
all reactors and the small proportion of it that occurs in natural
uranium makes the requirements
for uranium greater than the requirements for thorium, even if all
reactors were thorium-fueled. The
use of thorium, therefore, conserves
rather than replaces uranium. Eventually , when commercial breeding
is achieved , the bred Pu-239 and
U -233 will be used more widely in
place of U-235 as the fissionable
fuel.

THE SPIRALING
DEMAND FOR
NUCLEAR POWER
The ever-increasing demand
for energy throughout the world and
the ever-decreasing resources of
fossil fuels place uranium and thorium in the spotlight of future energy
raw materials.

With the domestic electric
power output growing at a rate of
7 to 8 percent per year and with
the nuclear share of that output
expected to grow at an accelerated
rate, nuclear plants will provide a
predicted 60 percent of all electrical
power in the year 2000 .
If fast reactors to breed plutonium - 239 can be developed by
the mid- 1980's, annual domestic
requirements for uranium are expected to reach a peak in the early
1990's of about 100,000 short tons
of U :1 OR, some l 0 times the 1970
requirement (solid line, fig. 3).
After that, and as non-breeder reactors are replaced by breeders , the
requirements will decline gradually
to a point where practically no newly
mined uranium will be required for
hundreds of years. If, on the other
hand, fast-breeder reactors are not
successfully developed,
uranium
requirements will continue to increase as shown by the dashed line
on figure 3.
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Figure 3 .- Domestic annual uranium requirements 1970-2010 using light-water
(L WR) and high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTG R), only relative to changeover to fast breeder reactors (LMFBR) .
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initiated a wide search for minerals
containing radium. During 18981923, small amounts of uranium ore
were produced sporadically in the
United States and sold chiefly in
France as a source of radium. The
carnotite (a mineral containing both
uranium and vanadium) deposits
of the Colorado Plateau were the
major world source of radium from
1911 to 1923 and of vanadium from
1924 to 1945 (fig. 4 ).
Prior to 1940, all the uranium
produced from all world sources
was slightly more than 7,500 tons

HISTORY OF
PRODUCTION OF
NUCLEAR FUELS
Uranium was discovered and
named in 17 8 9, but it was not until
1871 that the first pitchblende of
potential economic interest in the
United States was discovered, by
Richard Pearce, on the dump of the
abandoned Wood gold mine, Gilpin
County, Colorado. The discovery
of radium, a daughter product of
uranium, by Pierre and Marie Curie
in 1898, and its separation in 1902,

Figure 4.- Uranium production 1948-1971.
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of U3 Os. Uranium then was used
chiefly for coloring glass and ceramic glazes. An ample supply was
obtained by recovering some uranium from ores mined for radium
and vanadium. In 1942 controlled
nuclear fission demonstrated two
new and vastly more important
uses for uranium: as a military explosive and as a source of heat to
produce steam for generating electricity. These uses spurred the first
large-scale mmmg of uraniumvanadium ores solely for uranium,
and led to the discovery of many
large deposits that by 1956 yielded
a surplus. In the 1960's, nuclear
reactors for generating electricity
advanced from the experimental
stage to the commercial stage. By
December 1972, domestic nuclearpowered electric plant capacity had
reached about 14,000,000 kw (about
3.5 percent of the total United States
electric utility capacity of about
400,000,000 kw) , plants totaling another 47,800,000 kw capacity were
being built, and
plants totaling
nearly 80,000,000 kw were planned.
Domestic production of U3 Oa
in the period 1948-1971 totalled
229,913 short tons and world production totalled about 493,000 tons.
Annual domestic production reached
a maxim urn of 18,800 tons of l:J :1 Os
in 1960, whereas world production
peaked at over 44,000 tons in 1959
(fig. 4). In 1971, about 40 percent
of the domestic production came
from mines in New Mexico, nearly
30 percent from the Wyoming basins, 10 percent from Colorado, and
the remainder largely from Texas,
Utah, and Washington (fig . 5).
The total production of thoria
(TH02) in the world prior to 1973
has been only about 20,000 tons .

Figure 5.- U 30 8ore production by state, 1971.

Before 1950 thorium was produced
mostly from monazite in beach
placer deposits mined in India and
Brazil. In the 1950's and 1960's
a unique monazite-bearing vein in
South Africa was the chief source,
and thorium was also a byproduct
of uranium mining in Canada and
Malagasy Republic. In the early
1970's, monazite was being recovered principally as a byproduct
of titanium or tin mining in India,
Brazil, Australia, and Malaysia.

HOW URANIUM AND
THORIUM OCCUR
IN NATURE
Thorium is about three times
more abundant in the earth's crust
than uranium, hence its ultimate
resources are greater than those of
uranium. In some igneous rocks
the two elements are closely associated, whereas in sedimentary
rocks they usually occur alone.
Most thorium minerals are resistant
to oxidation.
On weathering of
igneous and metamorphic rocks,
the resistant heavy minerals move
gradually downslope and downstream. They become concentrated
into economically important placer
deposits at favorable places along
stream courses and eventually in
7

beach sands.
Ancient thoriumbearing placer deposits, formed at
an early stage of geologic history
and preserved in sedimentary rocks,
are also known.
Uranium minerals, on the other
hand, are easily oxidized. Throughout all but the earliest earth history,
oxidized uranium has become dissolved in surface and ground waters,
and some of this uranium has been
concentrated into deposits in many
kinds of rocks and geologic environments. In the earliest geologic
time (more than 2 billion years ago),
when the earth's atmosphere lacked
free oxygen, uranium minerals did
not oxidize and were locally concentrated commonly with thorium
minerals into economically important placers, mainly in quartzpebble conglomerate.
Uranium forms a great variety
of minerals, many of which are in
rich concentrations and constitute
the high-grade deposits that are
mined today. Those that have provided most of the uranium mines
in the past 25 years are ( 1) sandstone
impregnated with uranium minerals,
(2) uranium-bearing veins localized
in fractures in brittle rocks, and (3)
ancient uranium placers in quartzpebble conglomerate of Precambrian age. The sandstone ores have
been the principal source of uranium in the United States, but elsewhere they are less important. Vein
deposits have been large sources of
uranium in Canada, France, Australia, and Zaire (formerly Belgian
Congo). The ancient conglomerate
type has been a principal source in
Canada and South Africa.
the
three
In addition to
principal types of deposits now
being mined, uranium resources
8

also occur in bodies of lowgrade uraniferous rock that are
very large but too lean to be mined
for uranium alone at present prices.
Uranium-bearing
marine
phosphorite, for example, in beds commonly 5 to 10 feet thick, underlies
hundreds of square miles in Idaho,
Montana, Utah, Wyoming and
Florida. Millions of tons of uranium have been identified in black
shale, chiefly in the Chattanooga
Shale in central Tennessee and adjacent Kentucky and Alabama.
Granite and certain other igneous
rocks contain vast amounts of uranium in very low concentrations.
The sandstones beds that contain the high-grade uranium ores
were deposited along ancient stream
courses, generally over broad plains
or along ancient ocean beaches and
off-shore bars. The host sandstone
lenses are generally interlayered with
mudstone. They range in geologic
age from Devonian to Tertiary (1
million to 350 million years ago),
but in a given area all of the deposits
are in one or a very few favored
stratigraphic units.
Uranium deposits in sandstone
are of two main types: (l)"roll"
bodies, chiefly in Tertiary and Cretaceous beds in Wyoming, South
Dakota, and south Texas, and (2)
tabular bodies, chiefly in Jurassic
and Triassic beds in Colorado, Utah,
Arizona, and New Mexico. Rolls
are elongated bodies, crescentshaped in cross section that are scattered like beads on a string along
miles-long interfaces between altered
(oxidized) sandstone on the concave (updip) side and unaltered (unoxidized) sandstone on the convex
(downdip) side (fig. 6). The uranium
minerals are thought to have pre-

cipitated from oxidizing ground
water, moving downdip, by a chemically reducing reaction at the interface with the reducing environment.
The tabular bodies are discrete
masses, like raisins in a slice of
raisin bread, completely enveloped
by altered sandstone of a chemically
reduced type which in turn is surrounded by unaltered (oxidized)
sandstone (fig. 7).
The uranium
minerals in tabular bodies precipitated from ground water, moving
along the beds, th-at encroached on
locally intensive reducing pockets
of organic plant matter.
Figure 6.- Cross-sectional and plan
views of typical rolltype uranium deposits
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Figure 7.- Cross-sectional and plan
views of tabular uranium deposits
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In the ore as originally formed,
the principal uranium minerals are
uraninite (an oxide) and coffinite
Oxidation through
(a silicate).
weathering of these ores commonly
produces a number of bright yellow
and green minerals; the most common yellow one is carnotite. The ore
minerals mainly occupy pore spaces
in the sandstone, but in places they
replace sand grains and carbonized
plant fossils. The ore bodies range
in size from a few feet across containing a few tons of ore to several
thousand feet across (rarely more
than a mile) containing more than
10,000,000 tons of ore. The average
grade of ore mined ranges from 0.15
to 0.30 percent U a Oa .
Uranium-bearing
veins
are
fissure-fillings in faults, JOints, and
fracture zones in many kinds of
rocks of every geologic age and in
diverse geologic settings. Individual
veins are a few inches to several feet
wide and dip steeply into the
earth. Vein systems can reach
to a depth of a mile, and a few
deposits contain as much as
10,000,000 tons of ore. Their average grade ranges from 0.10 to 1.0
percent U:J Os.
The uranium minerals in ancient quartz-pebble conglomerate
beds are concentrated as placers
in the coarser parts of beds. Such
deposits are very large and extensive;
they range from 0.03 to 0.10 percent Ua Oa, and rarely contain more
than 0.15 percent Ua Oa, being generally leaner than the sandstone
ores. The conglomerate ores in the
Blind River-Elliot Lake district,
Ontario, Canada, also contain considerable amounts of thorium which
can be produced as a byproduct;
these constitute some of the world's

largest thorium resources. In the
Witwatersrand, South Africa, the
conglomerate ores contain only 0.03
to 0.07 percent Ua Os and yield uranium mostly as a byproduct of ore
mined for gold.
Thorium is commonly associated, in minerals and in deposits,
with rare earths, niobium, titanium,
and zirconium, as well as with uranium; nearly all thorium produced
is a coproduct or byproduct in the
recovery of one or more of these
elements. The chief ore minerals
of thorium are monazite ([Ce, La,
N d, Th] Po4 ), tho rite and uranothorite (silicates), thorianite (thorium oxide), and brannerite (a multiple oxide of Ti, U, Ca, Fe, Th, and
Y).
Thorium concentrations of
possible economic interest in the
United States occur in veins which
fill fractures and shear zones, chiefly
in metamorphic and igneous rocks,
and as modern and ancient beach
and stream placers. Most of the
thorium reserves in the United States
are in high-grade veins-those containing more than 0.1 percent Th02.
Thorium veins are known in more
than a dozen areas in the Western
Among them are Lemhi
States.
Pass, Idaho-Montana; Mountain
Pass, California; Hall Mountain,
Idaho; and the Wet Mountains and
Powderhorn districts, Colorado.
In at least half of these areas, alkalic
igneous rocks have been found,
suggesting that areas of alkalic rocks
are favorable for thorium prospectMonazite-bearing sand has
ing.
been found in many parts of the
country, the most productive being
the Carolinas, Idaho, Florida, and
Georgia.
10
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HOW NUCLEAR
RESOURCES ARE FOUND ....__ _ _...;....._ _ _ ___.
AND EXPLOITED
Instruments that measure the
radiation emitted as the radioactive
elements decay are the commonest
tools used in prospecting for uranium and thorium. The main types
are (1) Geiger counter, (2) scintillation counters, and (3) gammaray spectrometer (fig. 8).
These
instruments are normally portable
but may also be carborne or airborne, and they are often used to
probe exploration drill holes. The
Geiger counter detects both gammarays and beta particles (electrons),
or gamma rays only. A scintillation

Figure 8.-Illustrations of radiation detecting instruments.

counter counts only gamma-rays,
is more sensitive, and can be made
to respond faster than a Geiger
counter. The gamma-ray spectrometer, which has been developed
in recent years, distinguishes between uranium, thorium, and the
radioactive isotope potassium-40
by measuring gamma radiations
at particular energy levels.
With
this instrument the contents of uranium, thorium, and potassium can
be measured in a few minutes at an
outcrop or it may be used to survey
large areas from an airplane.
11

Other direct methods used in
prospecting are analyzing samples
of water and soil for their uranium
content.
Panning for heavy materials is particularly useful in the
search for placer concentrations of
thorium minerals.
Methods of prospecting for uranium and thorium, have changed
in the last two or three decades. Inasmuch as most domestic uranium
and thorium occurrences of any
importance that crop out on the
surface have been found, future
economic discoveries will probably
be made by drill-hole exploration
generally preceded by thorough
geologic study.

Figure! 9.- Aerial photograph of a typical
open-pit uranium mine in Wyoming.

Various mmmg methods are
used to recover the uranium and
thorium.
Large open-pit mines
are common in major uranium districts such as in Wyoming and Texas
(fig. 9). Underground mining from
shafts several hundred to more than
1,000 feet deep characterizes the
San Juan basin district in New
Mexico.
Very few thorium vein
deposits have been explored at
depth by drilling or underground
excavations.
A , common method
of recovering thorium-bearing mon-

12

azite in placer deposits is by dredging,
THE POTENTIAL
a process in which large amounts of
RESOURCES OF
gravel can be treated at low cost for URANIUM AND THORIUM
recovery of the heavy minerals.
Environmental problems in exploiting high-grade uranium deposits are those common to all milling and open-pit and underground
mining operations; an additional
problem is radiation exposure, particularly the presence of radon gas
in mines and tailings. Nuclear reactors produce radioactive wastes
that require very careful and special
handling and storage. Storage areas
will require monitoring for many
generations.
Nuclear plants produce large amounts of heat but do
not pollute the atmosphere as do
fossil-fueled generators. The radioactive pollution hazards of nuclear
generators are not of the continuous
type, but rather those of accidental
spillage, seepage, fire, and explosion.
With proper safeguards, nuclear
powerplants affect the environment
less than do fossil-fueled types.

The potential resources for
nuclear energy are very large, and
according to most estimates the
potential energy obtainable from
uranium and thorium is many times
that remaining in fossil fuels. Because only a few percent of the potential can be realized by converter
reactors such as those now used,
the development of breeder reactors is essential for optimum
utilization of these resources.
It has been estimated that uranium resources in high-grade deposits in the United States minable
at 1972 prices may total about 1 million tons of U 3 Os in areas where
uranium has been reported. Of this
amount about 275,000 tons had
been identified as known reserves
in 1972, mostly in sandstone in the
western States (fig. 10). In order to
meet requirements during the period

Figure I0. - Distribution of minable uranium ore reserves by states, 1972.
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are estimated to be about 750,000
tons of TH02.
Roughly half of
these resources are in placer deposits in foreign lands. Much of
the remainder is associated with
uranium in quartz-pebble conglomerate in Canada. The high-grade
deposits in which thorium is associated with rare earths in veins
in the western United States contain about 100,000 tons of thorium
reserves. It is speculated that several times this amount remains to
be found in veins at greater depth
in the known districts, and additional
resources probably exist in districts
in which thorium deposits have not
yet been discovered.
Low-grade resources of thorium
that would be minable at high cost
are very large and probably exceed
those of uranium. Low-grade placer
deposits occur in many parts of the
world. Some igneous rocks contain
enormous tonnages of thorium in
low concentration but the cost of
recovery would be high.

before the breeder reactor is introduced and becomes operational,
most of the remainder of these postulated uranium resources must be
found. Discovery of new resources
must be made largely in districts as
yet undiscovered and will most
likely have to be accomplished in
about half the time that it has taken
to find and mine the ores through
1972.
Identified resources in lowgrade marine phosphorite and black
shale are several times the potential
resources in high-grade deposits,
but recovery of low-grade minerals
is costly and depends upon break
through developments in metallurgical and other technology.
Uranium from low-grade deposits
would cost 5 to 10 times that from
high-grade ores, and the environmental impact of mining and milling low-grade rock might not be
tolerable. For example, to obtain
from the Chattanooga Shale in
eastern Tennessee the estimated
annual need of 100,000 tons of U3 Os
in 1990 would require mining and
treating more than 2 billion tons of
shale and would require mining at
least 100 square miles of country.
This is as much as the tonnage of all
ore mined throughout the free
world in 1972.
Resources of thorium are less
well known than those of uranium,
owing to the small demand relative
to available supply and to the lack
of a long history of production,
mining, and exploration. Few deposits in which thorium could be
mined as the principal product have
been worked because byproduct
thorium has met the demand.
Identified world reserves of
thorium available at moderate cost

NUCLEAR FUELS AND
THE ENERGY CRISIS
The anticipated increase in the
use of nuclear energy for power
generation during the rest of this
century will create a demand for
uranium far in excess of domestic
reserves.
Most of the easily accessible deposits that were exposed
on the surface or lay at shallow
depths have been found.
Future
drill-hole exploration will be at
greater depths and in less favorable
areas than past exploration, and
hence will cost far more.
If exploration is to result in discoveries
14

large enough to meet domestic
requirements, it will require an
intensive and sustained effort,
founded on sound geologic principals, and the application of new
and improved techniques of find-

ing ore. The search for uranium and
thorium to fuel the reactors of the
future thus poses a great challenge
to geologic research and exploration,
both by the Government and the
mining industry.

Suggested
Reading
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3. United States energy, a summary review: U.S. Dept. Interior, Washington,
D.C.
4. Uranium resources of northwestern New Mexico: U.S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 603.
5. Geology and uranium deposits, Shirley Basin area, Wyoming: U.S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 745.
6. Energy resources of the United States: U.S. Geol. Survey Circ. 650.
7. Uranium country, Univ. Press, Boulder, Colo.
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As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the
Department of the Interior has basic responsibilities
for water, fish, wildlife, mineral, land, park, and
recreational resources. Indian and Territorial
affairs are other major concerns of America's
''Department of Natural Resources.''
The Department works to assure the wisest choice
in managing all our resources so each will make its
full contribution to a better United States-now
and in the f uture.
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